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Abstract—Erasure coding (EC) is a promising fault tolerance

scheme that has been applied to many well-known distributed

storage systems. The capability of Coherent EC Calculation

and Networking on modern SmartNICs has demonstrated that

EC will be an essential feature of in-network computing. In

this paper, we propose a set of coherent in-network EC prim-

itives, named INEC. Our analyses based on the proposed ↵-

� performance model demonstrate that INEC primitives can

enable different kinds of EC schemes to fully leverage the EC

offload capability on modern SmartNICs. We implement INEC

on commodity RDMA NICs and integrate it into five state-of-

the-art EC schemes. Our experiments show that INEC primitives

significantly reduce 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile latencies, and

accelerate the end-to-end throughput, write, and degraded read

performance of the key-value store co-designed with INEC by

up to 99.57%, 47.30%, and 49.55%, respectively.

Index Terms—Next Generation Networking, In-Network Com-

puting, Fault Tolerance, Erasure Coding

I. INTRODUCTION

Data-intensive applications have increasing demands for
high-performance and reliable storage systems on modern
HPC clusters. Many existing HPC storage systems adopt the
n-way replication technique to ensure data reliability and
availability with high storage cost [1]–[3]. On the other hand,
Erasure Coding (EC) has become a prevalent alternative to
data replication in fault-tolerant distributed storage systems for
years. One of the most popular erasure codes is called Reed-
Solomon (RS) code [4], which has been widely adopted in
many distributed storage systems and parallel file systems [5]–
[15]. The use of EC in storage systems can significantly
reduce the storage cost; however, it usually causes performance
degradation as the trade-off.

To alleviate the performance overhead of using EC in
storage systems, many advanced EC schemes [11], [16]–
[22] have been proposed in the community to accelerate
EC. Among these studies, we have surveyed five different
kinds of EC schemes, including conventional RS Code [4],
Local Reconstruction Code (LRC) [11], Partial Parallel Repair
(PPR) Code [16], Repair Pipelining (ECPipe) Code [17], and
Tripartite Graph based EC (TriEC) [18], which can represent
the state-of-the-art EC designs.

Figure 1 summarizes these schemes and their required func-
tional primitives, while more details about these EC schemes
can be found in Section II-B. From this figure, we can clearly
see the fact that all these EC schemes have their encoding
and decoding calculations tightly coupled with communication
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tasks for data distribution (represented by edges in the figure)
in distributed storage systems. Take PPR for example (see
the description in the caption of Figure 1 for more details),
the required primitive set of Layer-2 for constructing a PPR
protocol is {wait (for receive completion), EC, wait (for
EC completion), send}. It is obvious that the first wait and
send are networking operations, and EC calculation is tightly
interleaved in.

We can see similar functional requirements of other EC
schemes as well in Figure 1. This common pattern exposes
that the performance of EC schemes employed in distributed
storage systems is heavily relying on the performance of
underlying networking systems. Such a demand on high-
performance networks draws the attentions of some major
network interface card (NIC) vendors to provide support for
EC.

A. Motivation and Challenges
The high-speed interconnect community has proposed sev-

eral commodity SmartNICs that support EC on the NIC. For
instance, Mellanox ConnectX-5 delivers advanced EC offload
capability [22]. However, the current-generation SmartNICs’
APIs expose EC and networking functionality disjointedly,
without awareness of the fact that EC calculation is in close
conjunction with networking. To take full advantage of Smart-
NICs’ capability and reduce CPU involvement for further
shortening the latency, one desired design approach is Coher-
ent EC Calculation and Networking, or Coherent In-Network

EC. Instead of exposing separate APIs for performing EC
and networking operations incoherently, coherent in-network
EC provides joint APIs, such as recv-ec-send to perform EC
calculation and networking coherently. These coherent APIs
can offload a task set onto SmartNICs, which will take care
of waiting for receive completion, performing EC calculation,
waiting for EC completion, and sending out results. By this
means, recv-ec-send is a primitive that is required by PPR as
discussed above, yet requires much less CPU involvement. As
depicted in Figure 2, with coherent in-network EC, a recv-
ec-send primitive offloads a task list to a SmartNIC, and the
completion of each task automatically activates the execution
of the subsequent task without CPU involvement.

Even though the benefits of coherent in-network EC are
clearly shown in Figure 2, there are still many challenges to be
resolved to provide complete and efficient coherent in-network
EC functionality. First of all, as we see in Figure 1, different
EC protocols require different communication graphs and steps
for finishing EC tasks. To support all of them effectively and
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Fig. 1: State-of-the-Art EC Schemes and Primitive Sets for Layers. Take PPR as an example, since PPR is a reduction tree
structure, all nodes can be categorized into root node, internal nodes, and leaf nodes. Let Layer-1 denote root node, Layer-2 denote internal
nodes, and Layer-3 denote leaf nodes. To reconstruct chunk D⇤ =

Pk
i {Si · g0i}, where Si indicates a survived chunk and g0i indicates the

corresponding coefficient for reconstruction, nodes on Layer-3 calculate RLayer�3 = Si · g0i and send the results to Layer-2. Such that the
primitive set of Layer-3 is {EC (i.e., calculate RLayer�3), wait (for EC completion), send}. In the meantime, nodes on Layer-2 wait for
RLayer�3 from children, calculate RLayer�2 = Si ·g0i+

P
children RLayer�3, and send RLayer�2 to Layer-1. In a nutshell, Layer-2’s primitive

set is {wait (for RLayer�3), EC (i.e., calculate RLayer�2), wait (for EC completion), send}. Finally, Layer-1 XORs on all the received results
from Layer-2 to get the repaired chunk (i.e., D⇤ =

P
children RLayer�2), so its primitive set is {wait (for RLayer�2), XOR}.
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Fig. 2: Incoherent vs. Coherent. Note that DMAs issued by
NICs in performing EC and RDMA SEND/WRITE WITH IMM are
not shown for simplicity and clarity.

efficiently, what should be the common primitives that the
underlying network needs to provide?

In addition, designing coherent in-network EC schemes is
challenging because we need to find a fast way to connect
many subsequent tasks together to construct a distributed EC
pipeline and trigger pre-posted tasks on the NIC without CPU
involvement. Can these be doable for all possibly defined EC
primitives and the EC protocols mentioned above?

Moreover, from the bottom (hardware driver) up (applica-
tion), how can we analyze and verify the effectiveness and
efficiency of the proposed EC primitive and protocol designs?

B. Contribution

To overcome these challenges, some prior studies [18], [22]
shed light on the opportunities to design efficient coherent

in-network EC for conventional or a particular enhanced RS
code. However, these designs can either only support one type
of code or just partially offload some steps to the network,
which makes them not fully address the challenges we have
identified above and results in suboptimal performance. On the
other hand, recent studies [22], [23] also point out that mod-
ern Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) capable NICs
(RNICs) provide some low-level mechanisms such as RDMA
WAIT, which can trigger events between two communication
channels on the same RNIC.

With these opportunities, this paper proposes a holistic
approach to design a set of fast and coherent in-network EC
primitives, named INEC. Our approach makes the following
contributions: 1) We successfully identify that to fully support
all five different state-of-the-art EC protocols, we only need
three types of essential coherent in-network EC primitives (i.e.,
ec/xor-send, recv-ec/xor-send, and recv-ec/xor). 2) To fully
offload these EC primitives and protocols to the network, we
propose efficient designs with RDMA WAIT to deliver fast
EC and networking capability, and have implemented INEC
primitives within Mellanox OFED driver. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first design of proposing a complete set
of coherent in-network EC primitives with RDMA WAIT on
RNICs to support multiple types of EC protocols. 3) We come
up with an ↵-� performance model to analyze the performance
gains of INEC primitives for five state-of-the-art EC schemes.
4) Through benchmarking and co-designing with a key-value
store system, the proposed INEC primitives with five state-of-
the-art EC protocols are validated from the bottom up. Our
microbenchmarks show that INEC primitives accelerate state-



of-the-art EC schemes’ encoding and decoding bandwidth
by up to 5.87⇥ and 2.94⇥, respectively. Evaluations on
YCSB workloads illustrate that the co-designed key-value
store with INEC attains up to 99.57% improvement for end-
to-end throughput, and reduces up to 47.30% and 49.55% for
write and degraded read latency, respectively.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Erasure Coding Basics
A Reed-Solomon (RS) code [4] can be specified as RS(k, m),

which means the encoder takes k data chunks and generates m
parity chunks to form a stripe (i.e., k+m coded chunks), and
the decoder is able to reconstruct the original data chunks from
any k chunks out of the stripe. A typical encoding procedure
is represented by C ⇥ D = E, in which D is a vector of
k data chunks, C is a matrix of k + m rows and k columns
represented by C =

h
I
G

i
, and E is a vector of k + m

encoded chunks. I is a k ⇥ k identity matrix, such that the
first k chunks after encoding are identical with the data chunks,
and we name the other m chunks as parity chunks. This
property is named as systematic, which enables applications
to read original content without extra computation if all data
chunks (i.e., the first k chunks in the stripe) survive. The
m⇥ k matrix G is a generator matrix yielding the Maximum
Distance Separable (MDS) property, which guarantees that any
k chunks are sufficient to reconstruct the original data chunks.

The decoding procedure is based on the fundamental prop-
erty of matrix C, which is such that any k ⇥ k submatrix is
invertible. Let {S1, S2, · · · , Sk} denote any k survived chunks
in a stripe and Ci denote the corresponding row to Si in matrix
C. Therefore, data chunks can be reconstructed by multiplying
survived chunks with the inverse of the submatrix of C, which
is composed of C1,C2, · · · ,Ck.

B. State-of-the-Art EC Schemes
Several state-of-the-art EC schemes have been proposed in

the community to accelerate EC calculation. In addition to the
conventional RS code, we have mainly studied the following
enhanced codes in this paper.
Local Reconstruction Code (LRC) [11] is an EC scheme
used in Microsoft Azure, which splits k data chunks in each
stripe into l groups, and generates one local parity chunk for
each group during encoding. If a group loses one data chunk,
the missing chunk is able to be recovered by other data chunks
in the group plus the local parity chunk for this group (see
LRC in Figure 1). In this case, the coder only needs to decode
on k/l chunks, which reduces the network overhead as well
as the time to perform data reconstruction. On the other hand,
if there are multiple lost chunks in a group, LRC will fall
back to RS scheme, such that the coder fetches any k healthy
chunks from data chunks in multiple groups as well as global
parity chunks to proceed with the reconstruction.
Partial Parallel Repair (PPR) [16] divides a reconstruction
operation into sub-operations and schedules them on multiple
servers for better overlapping and parallelism. The involved
servers are arranged as a reduction tree (see PPR in Figure 1),

thus the reconstruction takes logarithmic time steps to com-
plete. The tree-like structure fully utilizes available network
resources and significantly reduces repair time.
Repair Pipelining (ECPipe) [17] separates a chunk into a set
of slices and pipelines the reconstruction across storage nodes
in units of slices. As we can see that ECPipe in Figure 1 repairs
a chunk by dividing each involved chunk into three slices
and conducting pipelined repair in units of slices in parallel.
Therefore, it balances repair traffic, appropriately makes use
of network bandwidth, and accelerates chunk repair.
Tripartite Graph-Based EC (TriEC) [18] decomposes en-
coding and decoding calculation into sub-operations, and
assigns them to involved storage nodes. These nodes are put
into different layers in a tripartite graph according to the
category of operations assigned to each node (see TriEC in
Figure 1). The tripartite graph structure takes advantage of
EC offload capability on SmartNICs to bring more parallelism
and overlapping, fully use network and compute resources, and
reduce encoding and decoding time.

C. RDMA WAIT on Modern High-Speed Networks
RDMA WAIT is a network-level operation that enables

work request (WR) triggering across two communication chan-
nels. Although it is not defined in RDMA specification [24],
modern commodity RNICs have supported it (e.g., Mellanox
CORE-Direct [25] and Cross Channel [26]). As illustrated in
Figure 3, a WAIT WR holds execution of subsequent pre-
posted WRs (i.e., Op) in the same send queue (SQ) until a
pre-specified number of completions in a completion queue
(CQ) are met. Note that the trigger and activate operations are
conducted by RNIC without CPU involvement. Since WAIT
WRs can only be triggered by work completions, RDMA
WAIT has to cooperate with two-sided RDMA operations such
as SEND and WRITE WITH IMM.

Activate
Trigger

WAIT

Op

Completion

Work Request Completion/Send Queue

Fig. 3: Overview of RDMA WAIT

III. INEC DESIGN

This section illustrates the design of INEC, including ex-
planations of proposed primitives and implementation details.

A. Primitive Design
In a thorough exploration, we abstract three categories

of coherent in-network EC primitives, which, together with
networking functionality (e.g., RDMA SEND and RECV),
are sufficient to express all the state-of-the-art EC schemes
in Figure 1. Listing 1 represents the APIs of INEC primitives.
ec/xor-send: In almost every state-of-the-art EC scheme, there
are nodes being responsible for performing EC/XOR calcula-
tion and sending the output to other nodes in the cluster (e.g.,
Layer-1 in the encoding structures of RS and LRC in Figure 1).



We abstract this process as ec/xor-send, which enables upper-
layer applications to offload this process to SmartNICs and
benefit from coherent in-network EC. As shown in Listing 1,
inec ec send is the function of the ec/xor-send primitive.
Parameter calc represents a data structure which describes
calculator type (i.e., EC or XOR calculator), generator matrix
for EC calculation, etc. The memory layout is described by the
mem parameter, while stripe represents the communication
channels for sending the EC stripe.

Listing 1: INEC Primitives

int inec_ec_send(struct inec_calc_desc *calc, struct
inec_mem_desc *mem, struct inec_stripe_desc *stripe);

int inec_recv_ec_send(struct inec_wait_desc *wait, struct
inec_calc_desc *calc, struct inec_mem_desc *mem,
struct inec_stripe_desc *stripe);

int inec_recv_ec(struct inec_wait_desc *wait, struct
inec_calc_desc *calc, struct inec_mem_desc *mem);

recv-ec/xor-send: Many EC schemes in the community de-
compose encoding and/or decoding calculation into subprob-
lems and schedule them to different nodes involved in the
computation to gain better parallelism, overlapping, and full
use of available resources. These EC schemes, therefore, have
complex and well-defined structures. Our exploration shows
that the internal nodes of these structures share the same
process pattern. As demonstrated in Figure 1, Layer-2 (i.e.,
internal nodes) of PPR, ECPipe, and TriEC, waits for the
result(s) from upstream(s) to arrive, computes on both local
chunk(s) and received result(s), and sends the output(s) to
downstream(s). The process is abstracted as recv-ec/xor-send.

Primitive recv-ec/xor-send requires one more parameter
(i.e., the wait parameter of inec recv ec send in Listing 1),
which indicates the completion queues (CQs) and the number
of completions of each CQ to wait for.
recv-ec/xor: Another common process pattern is depicted by
the decoding process of RS in Figure 1. Layer-1 of RS receives
chunks from remote peers and performs EC calculation on the
received chunks to reconstruct data chunks. The same process
also appears in LRC, PPR, ECPipe, and TriEC. We use the
recv-ec/xor primitive to abstract this process.

The function of the recv-ec/xor primitive is inec recv ec in
Listing 1. Parameter wait specifies CQs and the number of
receive completions of each CQ to wait for. The calculator
type and generator matrix for EC computation are defined in
calc. The memory to place received and generated chunks
is identified by the mem parameter.

The key technique required to implement INEC on Smart-
NICs is an event-driven mechanism, such that the subsequent
sub-tasks in a primitive can be triggered by the completion of
previous sub-tasks. In Section III-C, we will elaborate on how
to efficiently implement INEC on commodity RNICs.

B. Primitive Analysis

In this section, we extend the methodology proposed in [27]
to study the performance factors of INEC primitives.

We analyze INEC along three substantial dimensions:
Operations: The number of operations must be performed

to accomplish an in-network EC request. The EC basics in
Section II-A illustrate that EC computation is a kind of matrix
multiplication, so we can get the time complexities of EC
calculations by counting the operations occurred in matrix
multiplications. Recall that the time complexity of multiplying
an x ⇥ y matrix and a y ⇥ z matrix is O(x · y · z). On
the other hand, the time complexity of computing XOR of
n chunks is O(n · c), where c is the chunk size. Based on
these time complexities, we conclude the Operations metric
for each INEC primitive within each EC scheme in Table I.
Take ec send of RS(k,m) encode for example, it multiplies
an m⇥k generator matrix with a k⇥ c matrix consisting of k
data chunks. Therefore, the number of operations taken place
in the ec send primitive is O(k · m · c).
Communication: We use T = L + n · c/B to model
the communication, where T is communication time, L is
network latency, n is the number of chunks to be transmitted
simultaneously, c is chunk size, and B is network bandwidth.
For instance, the recv ec send primitive of ‘TriEC Encode’
receives one chunk and outputs m intermediate chunks, such
that its Communication metric is O(L + m · c/B).
Gains: To estimate the potential benefits of coherent in-
network primitives, we introduce the Gains metric, which in-
cludes three sub metrics: 1) Metric States indicates the number
of extra states needs to be maintained for each coherent request
with respect to its incoherent counterpart. As aforementioned
in Section III-A, INEC primitives have to track extra states to
determine when to activate subsequent tasks. For instance, the
use of recv ec send in PPR(k,m) needs to maintain O(in)
states (in is the number of input chunks), such that the receive
completions of in input chunks can trigger the subsequent EC
computation. In the meantime, it also maintains one extra state
to make the subsequent send operation after EC computation
to be triggerable. Hence, the States metric of recv ec send
within PPR(k,m) is �O(in). Note that we add a minus sign to
indicate that the States metric is a kind of overhead. 2) Metric
CPU Involvement is the amount of CPU involvement reduced
by employing INEC. As illustrated in Figure 2, recv ec send
saves O(1) CPU involvement for each input/output chunk.
We summarize the number of saved CPU involvement for all
primitives in the table. 3) Metric DMA is the amount of DMA
traffic saved by coherent in-network primitives. In practice, if
there is only one output chunk to be sent, INEC can use the
same QP for both EC computation and communication. Such
that, SmartNICs can directly send the output chunk after EC
operation completes, rather than putting the output chunk in
host memory and reading the chunk again from host memory
for sending. This optimization is able to reduce O(c) DMA
traffic for each output chunk. Further reducing DMA traffic
for other cases will be our future work.

From Table I, we can see that the performance of all INEC
primitives can be modeled as ↵ · c + �, referred to as ↵-�
model, where ↵ is a function of EC configurations, network
bandwidth, and DMA traffic, and � is a function of network
latency, in-network states, and CPU involvement. If chunk
size c becomes small, the total cost is dominated by network



TABLE I: Primitive Analysis. Note that the decode functionality in the table refers to recovering a single erased chunk. c: chunk
size, in: number of received chunks, L: network latency, B: network bandwidth.

EC Scheme Func. Primitive Operations Communication
Gains

States CPU Inv. DMA

RS(k,m)
encode ec send O(k · m · c) O(L + (k + m) · c/B) �O(m) O(m) 0

decode recv ec O(k2 · c) O(L + k · c/B) �O(k) O(k) 0

LRC(k,l,r)
encode ec send O(k · (l + r) · c) O(L + (k + l + r) · c/B) �O(l + r) O(l + r) 0

decode recv ec O((k/l)2 · c) O(L + k · c/(B · l)) �O(k/l) O(k/l) 0

PPR(k,m) decode
ec send O(c) O(L + c/B) �O(1) O(1) O(c)

recv ec send O(in · c) O(L + in · c/B) �O(in) O(in) O(c)

recv xor O(in · c) O(L + in · c/B) �O(in) O(in) 0

ECPipe(k,m) decode ec send O(c) O(L + c/B) �O(1) O(1) O(c)

recv ec send O(c) O(L + c/B) �O(1) O(1) O(c)

TriEC(k,m)

encode recv ec send O(m · c) O(L + m · c/B) �O(m) O(m) O(m · c)
recv xor O(k · c) O(L + k · c/B) �O(k) O(k) 0

decode ec send O(c) O(L + c/B) �O(1) O(1) O(c)

recv xor send O(k · c) O(L + k · c/B) �O(k) O(k) O(c)

latency, number of in-network states, and amount of CPU
involvement. On the other hand, if chunk size c is large, both
EC computation and network communication dominate the
entire procedure. In this scenario, reducing DMA traffic could
gain considerable performance improvement.

For large scale EC configurations (i.e., k+m for RS, PPR,
ECPipe, and TriEC, and k + l + r for LRC are large), INEC
needs to maintain a large number of states on NICs, which
possibly influences the on-NIC resource management and thus
cuts down the performance of EC computation and/or network
communication. However, we find that most widely-used EC
configurations [5], [8], [11], [12] are not in very large scale,
and our evaluations on these configurations (see Section IV)
validate that INEC is able to deliver better performance with
commonly-adopted configurations.

C. Implementation and Optimization on RNICs

As aforementioned in Section II-C, RDMA WAIT is an
event-driven mechanism on RNICs to support work request
(WR) triggering. In this section, we explain the details about
implementing INEC primitives with RDMA WAIT.

As clarified in Figure 4a, posting an ec/xor-send actually
posts an EC/XOR work request (WR) to the calculator’s send
queue (SQ), and a WAIT WR followed by a SEND WR to
each SQ for sending chunks. Multiple WRs to the same SQ
are posted by one posting, which reduces PCIe transactions
and CPU use [28]. Upon completion of the posted EC/XOR
WR, the WAIT WRs in the front of SQs are triggered, and the
subsequent SEND WRs are therefore activated and executed
by the RNIC without involving the host CPU.

Figure 4b illustrates the detail of recv-ec/xor-send. Different
from ec/xor-send, a post of recv-ec/xor-send also posts a
number of WAIT WRs to the calculator’s SQ, and the number
of WAIT WRs is equal to the number of CQs specified by the
caller. These WAIT WRs will finally be triggered one by one

by receive completions and the last WAIT WR will activate
the EC/XOR calculation. The completion of EC/XOR WR will
trigger the WAIT WRs in the front of all SQs, thus SEND WRs
are activated, and results are sent out. In our implementation,
WAIT WRs and the EC/XOR WR to the calculator’s SQ is
posted by the same PCIe transaction, which further reduces
CPU involvement and latency.

For the recv-ec/xor primitive, as shown in Figure 4c, several
WAIT WRs and an EC/XOR WR are posted into the calcu-
lator’s SQ by one post and these WAIT WRs will finally be
triggered by receive completions of the CQs being waited for.
In the end, the EC/XOR WR is activated by the last WAIT
WR in front of it.

We implemented INEC primitives within Mellanox OFED
driver 4.7-3.2.9.0. Several optimizations are applied to over-
come the existing limitations of Mellanox OFED driver. 1)
Modifying underneath QPs used by EC calculators to make
EC computation to be triggerable, 2) Implementing XOR
calculators with the Mellanox Vector CALC capability, which,
by current revision, only exposes low-level APIs for bitwise
XOR calculation, and 3) Applying doorbell batching technique
to post as many WRs as possible in one doorbell to reduce
CPU-generated memory mapped I/Os (MMIOs).

D. Dynamic EC Graph
Towards flexibly integrating INEC primitives into state-of-

the-art EC schemes, we introduce an abstraction to construct
EC schemes and automatically apply INEC primitives. The
abstraction is a directed acyclic graph, named Dynamic EC
Graph (DEG), in which, each vertex represents a node of EC
schemes and edges denote data transmission. Figure 5 displays
DEGs constructed for PPR(6, 3) and TriEC(3, 2).

Upper-layer applications construct DEGs in runtime with
EC scheme specific layout algorithms (e.g., use PPR layout
algorithm to construct PPR’s DEG). Once a DEG is con-
structed, data flow along the edges in the graph, and each
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vertex (i.e., node) makes use of one INEC primitive to join
in the computation and data transmission. The basic rules
for picking up INEC primitives are: 1) vertices with zero
indegree (i.e., Layer-3 of PPR and Layer-1 of TriEC) choose
ec/xor-send or just send if there is no computation, 2) vertices
with zero outdegree (i.e., Layer-1 of PPR and Layer-3 of
TriEC) leverage recv-ec/xor, 3) other vertices (i.e., Layer-2
of PPR and TriEC) utilize recv-ec/xor-send, and 4) selecting
proper calculator (i.e., EC or XOR calculator) based on EC
scheme’s requirement. For PPR in Figure 5, the final primitive
solution is: recv-ec/xor for Layer-1 (root vertex), recv-ec/xor-
send for Layer-2 (internal vertices), and ec/xor-send for Layer-
3 (leaf vertices). For the calculator selection, based on different
functionality of vertices in PPR’s DEG, EC calculators are
chosen for primitives recv-ec/xor-send and ec/xor-send (i.e.,
for Layer-2 and Layer-3), and XOR calculators are used for
the recv-ec/xor primitive (i.e., for Layer-1).

E. Co-Design Case Study: INEC-Cache

In this section, we implement a key-value store, named
INEC-Cache, based on memcached (v1.5.12). The imple-
mentation demonstrates the performance implication of in-
tegrating state-of-the-art EC schemes and employing INEC
primitives on storage systems.

The design of INEC-Cache adopts an interleaved architec-
ture, which is similar to the architectures of Cocytus [29]
and TriEC-Cache [18]. There are three kinds of INEC-Cache
nodes, i.e., Agent node, Data Cache node, and Parity Cache
node. An Agent node and multiple Data Cache and Parity
Cache nodes form a Mem Stripe, such that each EC stripe is
processed, stored, and repaired within a Mem Stripe. Mean-
while, data chunks in an EC stripe are finally stored onto Data
Cache nodes, and parity chunks onto Parity Cache nodes. The
Agent node in each Mem Stripe processes clients’ requests,

dispatches control messages and data to Data Cache and Parity
Cache nodes in the same Mem Stripe, and responds to the
clients. Mem Stripes are arranged in a circularly interleaved
manner across the cluster to balance the use of CPU, memory,
and network resources.

Agent node issues control messages to notify Data Cache
and Parity Cache nodes to construct a DEG on demand.
Each Data Cache and Parity Cache node decides whether
and how to join in constructing the DEG on 1) local rank,
and the rank(s) of the chunk(s) to be reconstructed, 2) DEG
topology information and 3) DEG constructing algorithm of
currently employed EC scheme. For instance, DEGs for writes
and normal reads of all EC schemes in Figure 1 have to be
constructed when INEC-Cache is up since the required DEGs
for writes and normal reads do not change through all the time.
However, DEGs for repairing might be different because the
chunk(s) to be recovered would change over time. Moreover,
repairing DEGs for various EC schemes are diverse as well,
since they adopt dissimilar repair structures.

INEC-Cache maintains metadata (e.g., local rank, topology
information) separately from the data with replication scheme
for efficient access. When node failures happen, INEC-Cache
takes different actions for different situations. When an Agent
node fails, the Mem Stripe it belongs to becomes unreachable
until a new Agent node joins in and becomes recovered. If
Data Cache and/or Parity Cache nodes fail, and the number
of failed nodes is no more than the max number tolerated
by the employed EC scheme, the Mem Stripe becomes read-
only until other nodes join in with reconstructed chunks. The
failure recovery process is carried out on the server side, which
is transparent to upper-layer applications.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate five state-of-the-art EC schemes
implemented with the proposed INEC primitives to illustrate
performance benefits brought by INEC. We choose a custom
benchmark suite [30] and Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark
(YCSB) [31] to evaluate the performance of INEC primi-
tives and its co-designed key-value store (i.e., INEC-Cache).
The baseline of all experiments in this section refers to the
same implementation yet with incoherent EC calculation and
networking approach, i.e., posting send, posting ec/xor, and
polling for completion separately.

The experiments are conducted on a cluster with up to
17 nodes. Each node is equipped with Intel Broadwell E5-
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Fig. 6: Encoding Latency. Note different scales on Y axes. (k,m) (e.g., (3, 2)) and (k, l, r) (e.g., (4, 2, 2)) refer to EC configurations.

2680 v4 (2.4 GHz) CPUs, 128GB memory, and CentOS 7.4.
The cluster is interconnected with Mellanox ConnectX-5 IB-
EDR (100 Gbps) RNICs; thus, Mellanox OFED driver is also
installed on each node, the OFED we use for this paper is
modified based on v4.7�3.2.9.0 (to support INEC primitives).

For simplicity and clarity, we use the same methodology
as we use in Figure 1 to describe EC schemes, i.e., Layer-
1 and Layer-3 refer to the leftmost and rightmost layers,
respectively, and Layer-2 refers to the nodes in between. We
also utilize the ↵-� performance model in Section III-B to
explain observations.

A. Microbenchmark

We evaluate the performance of EC schemes implemented
with INEC primitives by a custom benchmark suite [30],
which includes a latency benchmark and a bandwidth bench-
mark. The latency benchmark consists of two parts, 1) en-
coding benchmark, which encodes a file filled with random
strings to generate coded blocks, and 2) decoding benchmark,
in which each EC scheme reconstructs the original file from
coded blocks while some blocks are erased according to
the configuration. Upon completion, the latency benchmark
reports the latencies of encoding/decoding operations. On the
other hand, the bandwidth benchmark is designed similarly as
the traditional window-based messaging benchmarks for net-
work bandwidth measurement. In the bandwidth benchmark,
bandwidth = (size of generated data)/(elapsed time). For
instance, the bandwidth of encoding a file with RS(k,m) is
(m ⇥ filesize)/(k ⇥ time), while the bandwidth of decoding
on survived coded blocks to recover an erased block with
RS(k,m) is filesize/(k ⇥ time). The objective of this band-
width benchmark is to determine the maximum sustained EC
rate that can be achieved.

Three widely-used EC configurations (i.e., (3, 2), (6, 3), and
(12, 4)) are chosen for EC schemes except for LRC. For the
case of LRC, the selected configurations are LRC(4, 2, 2),
LRC(6, 2, 2) and LRC(12, 2, 2), which are used in Microsoft
Azure [11]. We split involved chunk sizes into three groups
(i.e., 128B to 8KB, 16KB to 512KB, and 1MB to 16MB),

which are mapped to small, medium, and large chunk sizes,
separately, for illustrating performance characteristics.
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1) Encoding Latency and Bandwidth: There are two typ-
ical structures in organizing involved nodes for performing
encoding in the state-of-the-art EC schemes. One structure
adopted by RS and LRC arranges nodes to form a bipartite
graph, such that the structure can be split into two layers,
i.e., Layer-1 and Layer-2 of RS and LRC in Figure 1. Layer-
1 encodes on data chunks and then sends chunks to Layer-
2, while peers on Layer-2 receive chunks from Layer-1.
Our evaluations, as shown in Figures 6a and 6b, reveal that
the integration of coherent ec-send significantly reduces the
encoding latencies of EC schemes RS and LRC for small
and medium chunk sizes, but does not help much for large
chunk sizes. The observation can be explained by the ↵-
� model in Section III-B. As illustrated in Section III-B,
the proposed coherent in-network primitive does not reduce
DMA traffic of ec-send used in RS; therefore, ↵baseline and
↵INEC are theoretically close and similar. As a consequence,
latencies of the baseline and INEC are also similar when c is
large. The other structure to conduct encoding is a tripartite
graph based structure (i.e., the structure employed in TriEC),
in which Layer-1 sends out data chunks, Layer-2 encodes
on received data chunks and sends intermediate chunks to
Layer-3, and Layer-3 XORs on the intermediate chunks from
Layer-2 to generate parity chunks. Our integration applies



ec-send to Layer-1, recv-ec-send to Layer-2, and recv-xor
to Layer-3. Figure 6c depicts that INEC primitives deliver
significant performance benefits to TriEC for small, medium,
and even large chunk sizes, since the primitives utilized in
TriEC calculators reduce unnecessary DMA traffic as revealed
in Table I. We do not include PPR and ECPipe in this section
since they are specifically designed for decoding.

The results in Figures 6 cover three EC configurations of
each EC scheme with various chunk sizes. INEC improves
RS(3,2) by 29.29%–56.12% for small chunk sizes, 12.65%–
28.69% for medium chunk sizes, and performs on par with
the baseline for large chunk sizes. LRC(6,2,2) is improved
by INEC by up to 36.63% for small chunks, and up to
16.20% for medium chunks. In the meantime, the achieved
speedup for TriEC(12,4) is up to 1.81⇥, 3.36⇥, and 3.32⇥ for
small, medium, and large chunk sizes, respectively. Figure 7
illustrates that INEC is able to speed up the bandwidth of
RS(6,3) by up to 2.71⇥, LRC(6,2,2) by up to 2.63⇥, and
TriEC(6,3) by up to 5.87⇥. The performance fluctuation of
TriEC(6,3) (in Figure 7) in the range of 128KB to 2MB is
caused by the policy change of buffer management in our
RDMA runtime. Overall, TriEC with INEC primitives achieves
the best bandwidth performance, which demonstrates that the
tripartite graph structure is more friendly to take advantage of
coherent in-network primitives.

2) Decoding Latency and Bandwidth: Reducing decoding
latency is a significant focus in many prior studies [11], [16]–
[18]. One direction along this line is to decrease the number
of chunks for repairing. LRC introduces a local parity for
each EC group for fast recovery in case of single chunk
failure in the group. Nevertheless, LRC still maintains the
receive and decode pattern which RS holds. Thereby, recv-
ec is used to accelerate the receive and decode process in
both RS and LRC in our experiments. On the contrary,
most EC schemes (e.g., PPR, ECPipe, TriEC), which are
optimized for repairing, decompose decoding computation
into subproblems and schedule them to all involved nodes to
parallel computation and balance resource utilization. These
EC schemes have deep repair structures, and the involved
nodes can typically be categorized into three layers based on
their different functionality (i.e., Layer-1, Layer-2, and Layer-
3). INEC can be easily integrated into all three layers.

We evaluate the decoding latency for repairing a single
chunk. Figures 8a and 8b indicate that recv-ec performs
significantly better except for small chunk sizes. Performance
numbers show that recv-ec accelerates RS(12,4) by 25.57%–
54.01% for chunk sizes ranging from 16KB to 16MB, and
LRC(12,2,2) by 1.34⇥–2.36⇥ and 1.94⇥–2.27⇥ for medium
and large chunk sizes, respectively. We also use the ↵-�
performance model in Section III-B to explain why recv-ec
does not perform better for small chunks. If chunk size c is
small, � possibly dominates in the performance model. Since �
is a function of network latency, number of in-network states,
and amount of CPU involvement, these factors, especially in-
network states and CPU involvement, play an important role
to determine the coherent primitives’ performance benefits for

small chunk sizes. In the latency benchmark, the CPU usage
keeps relatively low in the case of small chunk sizes, and CPU
involvement is not a performance bottleneck of the incoherent
baseline; therefore, the extra in-network states introduced by
recv-ec degrades its latency performance. However, in practice,
there are other computation and communication workloads in
HPC clusters and multi-tenant data centers, which may incur
high CPU utilization and many context switches. Based on our
analysis, INEC has the potentials to outperform the incoherent
baseline for small chunks in these environments.

Figure 8c reveals that INEC accelerates PPR by up to
1.86⇥, 2.05⇥, and 1.75⇥ for configurations (3,2), (6,3), and
(12,4), respectively. In the evaluation of ECPipe, the internal
slice size is fixed to 32KB, such that decoding is carried out
in the units of 32KB or actual chunk size for chunk sizes less
than 32KB. The results in Figure 8d reveal that the use of
INEC speeds up ECPipe for all evaluated chunk sizes. For
chunk sizes from 128B to 16MB, INEC obtains 49.82%–
67.82% for (3,2), 49.47%–72.73% for (6,3), and 42.40%–
72.25% for (12,4), respectively, compared with the baseline
approach. Figure 8e illustrates the performance gains obtained
by TriEC with the proposed primitives. For (3,2), (6,3), and
(12,4), TriEC with INEC reduces latencies by up to 64.29%,
61.84%, and 59.11%, respectively. From Figure 8f, we can
see that INEC outperforms the baseline in terms of bandwidth
by up to 1.86⇥, 2.04⇥, 2.03⇥, 2.04⇥, and 2.94⇥ for RS,
LRC, PPR, ECPipe, and TriEC, respectively. LRC with INEC
gains the best bandwidth performance, because of the fact that
LRC, which has the assistance of local parities, requires fewer
chunks for reconstructing a single chunk. Thus, less EC com-
putation and communication in LRC incur higher bandwidth.
Another fact we would like to point out is that TriEC has
the ability to perform in-band recovery [18], thus upper-layer
applications could benefit more from TriEC than other EC
schemes, since they need to perform extra computation and
communication to conduct out-of-band recoveries.

B. Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB)

In this section, we evaluate the performance of INEC-Cache
with YCSB. Each workload generated by YCSB consists of
a well-defined combination of operations (e.g., read, write),
data sizes, request distributions, etc. We modify YCSB to
support degraded read, i.e., read with data repair. In distributed
systems, failures are not always independent. In practice,
Weibull distribution with shape parameter of 0.7–0.8 provides
a close fit for predicting failures on HPC systems [32]–
[35]. Therefore, our modified YCSB generates degraded read
operations based on the Weibull distribution. The ratio of
degraded read to normal read is set to 1% for our evaluations,
unless explicitly stated otherwise. The request distribution
is Zipfian [36] distribution, which simulates the situation
that some portion of records is extremely popular for being
requested. We choose different workloads (i.e., Workload-
A (50% reads, 50% writes), Workload-B (95% reads, 5%
writes), and Workload-C (100% reads)), value sizes, and EC
configurations for INEC-Cache with varied EC schemes.
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1) INEC-Cache with RS(3,2): Figure 9a shows the encod-
ing and decoding DEGs constructed for write and degraded
read. Node A in the encoding DEG is applied with the ec-
send primitive, and node B in the decoding DEG employs
the recv-ec primitive. The evaluation is conducted with YCSB
Workload-A, in which value size is fixed to 4KB. Figure 9b re-
veals ec-send’s latency distribution and three major percentile
latencies (i.e., 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile latencies). The
distribution clearly illustrates that ec-send performs better
than the baseline, since the use of ec-send reduces CPU
involvement and context switches, and alleviates compute
intensity. As a result, ec-send cuts down 50th, 95th, and
99th percentile latencies by 44.00%, 36.82%, and 32.99%,
respectively. Figure 9c depicts the improvement gained by
recv-ec. Since chunk size is relatively small, recv-ec does not
deliver as much improvement as ec-send. In this evaluation,
recv-ec speeds up 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile latencies by
1.20⇥, 1.09⇥, and 1.05⇥, respectively.

2) INEC-Cache with LRC(12,2,2): The evaluation is per-
formed with YCSB Workload-A with the value size of 32KB.
The constructed encoding and decoding DEGs for LRC are
shown in Figure 10a. Similar to the integration of RS, ec-send
is applied to node A, and recv-ec is used by node B. The
latency distributions in Figures 10b and 10c demonstrate that
using coherent primitives can alleviate the performance fluc-
tuation introduced by frequent context switches and thereby
provide relatively stable latency performance. Overall, ec-send
speeds up 50th percentile latency by 1.27⇥, 95th percentile
latency by 1.26⇥, and 99th percentile latency by 1.28⇥, while
recv-ec reduces 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile latencies by
12.19%, 24.64% and 31.48%, respectively.

3) INEC-Cache with PPR(12,4): PPR is an advanced EC
scheme designed for chunk repairing but without encoding op-
timizations, so we only evaluate PPR’s decoding performance
in this benchmark. We evaluate INEC-Cache with PPR(12,4)
on YCSB Workload-C, and the value size is fixed to 64KB.
As illustrated in Figure 11a, the repairing DEG is a tree-like
structure, and we apply ec-send to node A, recv-ec-send to
node B, and recv-xor to node C. Figure 11b reveals that,
compared with the baseline, ec-send delivers better and more
stable latency performance. It achieves 77.16%, 66.79%, and
62.40% performance improvement for 50th, 95th, and 99th

percentile latencies, respectively. Figure 11c depicts that, even
in the most complicated place (i.e., node B), recv-ec-send
is still able to offer significant speedup. Compared with the
baseline approach, 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile latencies
are cut down by 69.03%, 65.32%, and 58.73%, respectively.
Node C in the decoding DEG finally performs a recv-xor
to generate the reconstructed chunk. Since it is the end of
the entire reduction tree, both the baseline and the proposed
approaches encounter some significant outliers and thus incur
high 99th percentile latencies as shown in Figure 11d. Our
experiments show that recv-xor speeds up 50th, 95th, and 99th

percentile latencies by 2.05⇥, 1.86⇥, and 1.17⇥, respectively.
4) INEC-Cache with ECPipe(6,3): ECPipe is specifically

designed for chunk reconstruction as well, so we use INEC-

accelerated RS(6,3) for performing encoding operations and
ECPipe(6,3) with INEC for decoding. In this evaluation, the
internal slice size of ECPipe is set to 1KB, and we use
YCSB Workload-B with 16KB value size. In order to study
different primitives involved in ECPipe, we select three nodes
along the pipeline, i.e., nodes A, B, and C in Figure 12a.
As shown in Figure 12b, the ec-send primitive of node A

outperforms the baseline by 5.47⇥, 4.25⇥, and 3.54⇥ for
50th, 95th, and 99th percentile latencies, respectively. The
recv-ec-send of node B, as in Figure 12c, gains 48.47% for
50th percentile latency, 50.51% for 95th percentile latency, and
47.86% for 99th percentile latency. Node C is the end node
of ECPipe and it only receives slices from the downstream
node. Figure 12d demonstrates that node C with coherent in-
network primitives outperforms the baseline dramatically as
well (i.e., by 68.73%, 69.29%, and 68.45% for 50th, 95th,
and 99th percentile latencies, respectively).

5) INEC-Cache with TriEC(3,2): The evaluation of TriEC
is carried out with YCSB Workload-A with the value size
of 8KB. Note that each degraded read needs to repair two
chunks in this experiment. As illustrated in Figure 13a, we
pick up three nodes to clarify INEC’s benefits in accelerating
encoding and decoding processes. Figure 13b shows that node
A, as one of the major computing nodes in encoding process,
obtains low and stable latencies by the apply of recv-ec-
send. The results reveal that recv-ec-send performs 5.87⇥,
4.21⇥, and 3.60⇥ better than the baseline for 50th, 95th,
and 99th percentile latencies, respectively. Node B in the
encoding structure receives intermediate chunks from Layer-2
and XORs on these intermediate chunks to construct parity
chunks. As illustrated in Figure 13c, the employment of
recv-xor gains 39.59%, 31.96%, and 31.62% performance
improvement for 50th, 95th, and 99th percentile latencies,
respectively. Figure 13d represents that, by leveraging the recv-
xor-send primitive, node C (i.e., the node to be reconstructed)
reduces 50th percentile latency by 81.27%, 95th percentile
latency by 50.17%, and 99th percentile latency by 47.19%.
As we can see, the proposed coherent in-network primitives
significantly accelerate reconstructions.

6) Overall Performance Improvement of INEC-Cache: In
this section, we evaluate the overall performance of INEC-
Cache with comparable EC configurations, i.e., RS(6,3),
LRC(6,2,2), PPR(6,3), ECPipe(6,3), and TriEC(6,3). The cho-
sen YCSB workloads are Workloads A, B, and C, in which
read requests are all degraded reads (since normal reads do not
use INEC primitives), and value size is fixed to about 8KB,
which is a representative value size in Facebook’s memcached
cluster [37]. All the experiments are conducted with 144
YCSB clients and 9 INEC-Cache Mem Stripes for RS, PPR,
ECPipe, and TriEC, and 160 YCSB clients and 10 INEC-
Cache Mem Stripes for LRC. Since PPR and ECPipe only
support decoding, we use RS encoding together with PPR and
ECPipe to complete the experiments in this section. Figure 14
presents the improvement ratios with respect to the baseline.

For RS(6,3) and LRC(6,2,2), since the chunk size in this
evaluation falls into the range of small chunk sizes, INEC
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Fig. 11: INEC-Cache with PPR(12,4). YCSB Workload-C with 64KB value size
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Fig. 12: INEC-Cache with ECPipe(6,3). YCSB Workload-B with 16KB value size
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Fig. 13: INEC-Cache with TriEC(3,2). YCSB Workload-A with 8KB value size

accelerates encoding operations but does not help much in
decoding operations. Therefore, among Workloads A, B, and
C, RS and LRC with INEC achieve the most improvement
with Workload-A, which is a write-heavy workload compared
with the other two. As shown in Figure 14, RS with INEC
outperforms the baseline by 14.36%, 12.85%, and 12.48% for
throughput, write latency, and degraded read latency, respec-
tively, with Workload-A. On the other hand, LRC with INEC
on Workload-A improves overall throughput by 16.99%, write
latency by 14.68%, and degraded read latency by 14.40%.

Our microbenchmarks in Sections IV-A1 and IV-A2 illus-
trate that the decoding performance gains of INEC-based PPR,
ECPipe, and TriEC are larger than their encoding performance
gains for small chunks. Therefore, INEC-based PPR, ECPipe,
and TriEC perform better with read-dominated workloads (i.e.,
Workloads B and C) than with write-heavy workloads such as

Workload-A. As we can see from Figure 14, INEC-based PPR
obtains improvement by up to 68.33% for throughput, 36.33%
for write latency, and 40.60% for degraded read latency.
ECPipe with INEC speeds up throughput performance by up
to 99.57%, write latency by up to 47.30%, and degraded read
latency by up to 49.92%. INEC-accelerated TriEC improves
throughput, write latency, and degrade read latency by up to
92.26%, 42.91%, and 48.04%, respectively.

To summary, compared with the incoherent baseline, INEC-
Cache with varied INEC-based EC schemes presents an av-
erage performance boost of up to 57% for throughput with
read-dominated workloads and an average speedup of 28%
for throughput with write-heavy workloads. The evaluation
results demonstrate that the proposed coherent in-network
primitives (i.e., INEC), are able to deliver high-performance
EC computation to real-world applications.
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Fig. 14: Overall Performance Improvement of INEC-Cache.

C. Discussion

Several insights from these experiments are worthwhile to
discuss further. For small and extremely large chunk sizes in
some experiments, offloading computation and communication
in the same post (i.e., INEC) performs on par or a little worse
than offloading them separately (i.e., baseline), such that a
hybrid design utilizing both INEC and incoherent primitives
may deliver the optimal performance by two reasons: 1) INEC
primitives are compatible with the conventional incoherent
primitives, so a hybrid design is feasible, and 2) INEC needs
to put some RDMA WAITs on RNICs to construct coherent
in-network primitives, while maintaining a large amount of
RDMA WAITs may adversely impact on-NIC resource man-
agement and thus incur performance degradation. A hybrid
design can reduce the number of states to be maintained on
SmartNICs and make proper use of available resources.

Some experiments also reveal that EC calculation on ex-
tremely large chunk sizes might exhaust the computing power
of RNICs, which would incur performance loss in computation
and communication for both INEC and incoherent primitives.
This insight indicates that we would better choose a refined
chunk size for EC offload based storage systems to fully take
advantage of the EC offload capability on SmartNICs. Overall,
our experiment results clearly show that the benefits of INEC
can be attained in most cases. These insights observed in the
experiments validate our analysis in Section III-B.

V. RELATED WORK

The capability of delivering higher data reliability with
lower storage overhead [38] makes EC be a promising alter-
native to replication. Many existing storage systems [5]–[8],
[10], [12], [13] have adopted EC in their implementations to
replace or to be a complement to replication. A rich body
of work focuses on accelerating EC to make it viable for
large scale storage systems. Local Reconstruction Codes [11]
and Locally Repairable Codes [39] facilitate more efficient
recovery scenarios by storing additional local parities, which
can reduce the number of chunks to be read for data recon-
struction. PPR [16], ECPipe [17], and TriEC [18] decompose
EC calculation into sub calculation and schedule them to
multiple nodes to achieve better parallelism, overlapping, and
balanced resource utilization. OpenEC [40] and Fast Erasure

Coding [41] have proposed frameworks to manage efficiently
and optimize EC systematically. On the other hand, the
increased focus on EC for storage resilience has motivated
several works to apply EC for Big Data and Cloud storage
systems as well as key-value store systems (e.g., [29], [32],
[42]–[53]).

The emergence of next-generation HPC or data center
hardware platforms has inspired several prior studies to design
network-based resilient schemes. HyperLoop [23] offloads
replication transactions to RDMA NICs to dramatically reduce
the 99th percentile latency of a multi-tenant non-volatile
memory based storage systems. TriEC [18] has proposed a
new EC NIC offload paradigm which overcomes some major
limitations of current-generation EC NIC offload schemes on
modern SmartNICs. This emerging focus on network-based
resilient schemes serves as a motivation for this paper.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a set of coherent in-network
EC primitives called INEC, which can leverage the event-
driven work request triggering mechanism available on modern
SmartNICs to make EC calculation and networking function-
ality to be coherent. In the meantime, we also proposed a
performance model (i.e., ↵-� model) to analyze the perfor-
mance gains of INEC primitives in multiple state-of-the-art EC
schemes. Our analyses reveal that INEC enables state-of-the-
art EC schemes to take full advantage of the EC offload capa-
bility on modern SmartNICs. The performance gains of INEC
are validated with five state-of-the-art EC schemes. YCSB-
based evaluations on the key-value store co-designed with
INEC (i.e., INEC-Cache) show that INEC significantly reduces
percentile latencies and improves the end-to-end throughput,
write, and degraded read performance by up to 99.57%,
47.30%, and 49.55%, respectively. The evaluations validate
that the integration of INEC primitives into state-of-the-art
EC schemes is feasible and delivers optimized performance.
Cross comparisons based on the evaluation results illustrate
that INEC-accelerated TriEC significantly outperforms other
EC schemes in terms of encoding bandwidth, while LRC with
INEC attains the best decoding bandwidth performance. In
the future, we plan to propose designs for INEC primitives on
more types of commodity SmartNICs and examine the benefits
of INEC with more applications.
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